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Research attention has shifted from feedback delivery mechanisms to supporting

learners to receive feedback well (Winstone et al., 2017a). Recognizing feedback

and the action necessary to take the next steps are vital to self-regulated

performance (Zimmerman, 2000; Panadero, 2017). Evaluative judgments supporting

such mechanisms are vital forces that promote academic endeavor and lifelong learning

(Ajjawi et al., 2018). Measuring such mechanisms is well-developed in occupational

settings (Boudrias et al., 2014). Understanding how these relate to self-regulated

learning gains in Higher Education (HE) is less well-understood (Forsythe and Jellicoe,

2018). Here we refined a measure of feedback integration from the occupational

research domain (Boudrias et al., 2014) and investigate its application to HE. Two

groups of psychology undergraduates endorsed perspectives associated with feedback.

The measure examines characteristics associated with feedback including message

valence, source credibility, interventions that provide challenge, feedback acceptance,

awareness, motivational intentions, and the desire to make behavioral changes and

undertake development activities following feedback. Of these suggested characteristics,

exploratory factor analysis revealed that undergraduate learners endorsed credible

source challenge, acceptance of feedback, awareness from feedback, motivational

intentions and the desire to take behavioral changes and participate in development

activities formed a single factor. The structure of the instrument and hypothesized

paths between derived factors was confirmed using latent variable structural equation

modeling. Both models achieved mostly good, and at least acceptable fit, endorsing

the robustness of the measure in HE learners. These finding increase understanding

of HE learner’s relationship with feedback. Here, acceptance of feedback predicts the

extent to which learners found the source of feedback credible. Credible source challenge

in turn predicts awareness resulting from feedback. Subsequently, awareness predicts

motivations to act. These promising results, whilst cross-sectional, also have implications

for programmes. Further research employing this instrument is necessary to understand

changes in learner attitudes in developing beneficial self-regulated skills that support both

programmes of study and graduates in their careers.

Keywords: feedback integration, higher education, self regulated learning, learning gain, scale development and
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INTRODUCTION

Providing feedback that assesses learner performance relative
to goals or objectives is proposed as a necessary process in
optimizing performance. Universities have spent significant
resources in their attempts to improve student satisfaction in
relation to assessment and feedback. For example, increasing
learner assessment literacy through the use of rubrics is thought
to make available the tacit knowledge that academics often carry
around in their heads. However, most of these interventions have
had very little impact on student satisfaction with assessment
and feedback and National Student Survey scores on this area
remain relatively stable (and low) across the HE sector (Evans
et al., 2018).

Providing feedback may not be sufficient. Developing
learner’s skills in integrating feedback by evaluating and making
judgments about the courses of action necessary for progression
appears to be a necessary additional step (Nicol and Macfarlane-
Dick, 2006; Ajjawi et al., 2018). Feedback enables adjustment
by informing learners where they are against a desired standard
of performance. This negative feedback loop is suggested to
promote self-regulation in the workplace by enabling goal
confirmation or revision (Locke and Latham, 1990; Diefendorff
and Lord, 2008; Lord et al., 2010). Within the learning domain,
the evaluations that learners make following performance,
for example in response to feedback, is suggested to be a
central mechanism in self-regulated learning (Zimmerman,
2000; Panadero et al., 2017). Once these skills are developed,
researchers propose that learners can become self-directed (Van
Merriënboer and Kirschner, 2017).

Theoretical Background
In its broadest sense, feedback is reported to hold two
fundamental roles, it acts as amediator of “in-flight” performance
or as a moderator of subsequent performance, by upregulating
or downregulating subsequent goals (Ashford and De Stobbeleir,
2013). Here, we focus primarily on the idea of post-performance
feedback and its role in changing future performance as this
mirrors much of the HE assessment landscape. Hattie and
Timperley propose for feedback to have an effect that three
evaluations must be considered “Where am I going? (What are
the goals?), How am I going? (What progress is being made
toward the goal?), and Where to next? (What activities need to
be undertaken to make better progress?)” (Hattie and Timperley,
2007, p. 86). These evaluations support an ipsative self-regulatory
approach, connecting previous and future learning, particularly
working toward a known performance standard (Brookhart,
2018). Within this approach, there is an inherent assumption
that learners possess the necessary skills and motivations to
engage in feedback, in an objective and dispassionate manner
(Joughin et al., 2018) that support self-regulated approaches to
performance indicated by Lord and colleagues (Lord et al., 2010).

Given the importance of feedback, the mechanisms for
delivering effective feedback to HE learners has been the
focus of research for some time (Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick,
2006). Whilst it seems clear that feedback can have an effect
on performance, a wide range of effects have been reported,

depending on the types of feedback mechanisms utilized (Hattie
and Timperley, 2007). A medium to large effect of feedback
on performance has been reported by some researchers (Hattie
et al., 1996). However, one third of feedback interventions are
reported to have a deleterious effect on performance (Kluger
and DeNisi, 1996). Research attention on delivery has led some
to suggest that HE learners are typecast as passive recipients in
feedback discussions (Evans, 2013). Some authors report that
neither party is said to understand who owns feedback, nor do
they report being satisfied with it (Hughes, 2011). There are
some suggestions that even if learners acknowledge the utility
of feedback, managing barriers is no easy task (Forsythe and
Johnson, 2017). This evidence suggests that complexity in the
feedback environment leads to lack of receptivity.

Despite the research focus on delivery mechanisms in HE,
and learners understanding which of these mechanisms serve
them best, fostering greater awareness and receptivity to feedback
remains problematic (Winstone et al., 2016, 2017a). Learners
are reported to seek feedback that increases positive feeling but
pragmatically is reported to have little effect in terms of future
performance (Hattie and Timperley, 2007). Recent evidence
indicates that students are aware of and in many cases value
useful feedback that provides challenge (Winstone et al., 2016;
Forsythe and Jellicoe, 2018). However, learners often fail to
engage in adaptive evaluations of this information. It is suggested
that these relate to learner heuristics and biases (Joughin et al.,
2018), and associated barriers (Winstone et al., 2017b). Recent
evidence supports the idea of adaptive or defensive evaluations
made by learners during appraisal which has the power to
undermine decision making relating to feedback (Forsythe
and Johnson, 2017; Van Merriënboer and Kirschner, 2017;
Panadero et al., 2018). These are typified by dual processing
theories of decision making (Kahneman and Tversky, 1979, 1984;
Stanovich and West, 2000; Kahneman, 2011). In the first of these
dual perspectives, described as system one thinking, reactive
judgments are made quickly and rely on rules of thumb. In this
mode of thinking, Joughin et al. (2018) indicate that learners
may opt not to engage in the deliberate and resource intensive
cognitive appraisals that are necessary to optimizing gains
from learning. Such evaluations typify system two thinking, the
second to these perspectives. In addition to stunting engagement,
heuristics and biases are proposed to inflate learner evaluations of
their work and the confidence they have in it (Peverly et al., 2003).
This suggests that developing analytical and deliberate evaluative
judgment processes supports more realistic levels of confidence.
Learners may not be in possession of the resources necessary to
engage in such deliberative appraisals, as these might be aversive
prompt anxiety. In this frame of thinking it is suggested that
learners look to invalid cues that typify system one thinking
(Van Merriënboer and Kirschner, 2017). To optimize gains in
learning taking an objective, and deliberate approach to feedback
is necessary. A number of personal and relationship barriers must
be negotiated to engage with feedback in an adaptive manner
(Winstone et al., 2017b).

Fostering an environment that encourages positive dialogue
is a pillar of good feedback practice (Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick,
2006). Recent evidence suggests that student engagement in such
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dialogue is challenged when learners see themselves as consumers
(Bunce et al., 2017). Researchers have suggested, for example, that
instructors modeling feedback response provide an enlightening
scaffold for learners, particularly where structural barriers exist,
such as learner remoteness from instructors (Carless and Boud,
2018). Characteristics of the feedback message and the context in
which messages are transmitted by the sender and absorbed by
the recipient has the power to enable or restrict action. Amongst
others, these perspectives are reported to lead to differential
patterns in perceptions of confidence, competence, motivation
and effort which have downstream effects on performance (Pitt
and Norton, 2017). Recent research indicates that feedback that
provides challenge and strategy are highly endorsed by learners
(Winstone et al., 2016; Forsythe and Johnson, 2017; Forsythe and
Jellicoe, 2018).

Within the HE context, several barriers are reported.
Barriers relate to lack of awareness of the feedback process;
poor knowledge of associated strategies and opportunities for
development; lacking agency and associated self-regulatory
strategies; and low engagement and volition with addressing the
issues raised in feedback. Managing these barriers is suggested
to be an important step in a move toward encouraging learner
receptivity to feedback (Winstone et al., 2017a). Transforming
this narrative from a passive to an active process is suggested
to be best considered as a partnership (Evans, 2013), and others
have suggested working in co-operation with learners to co-
construct goals from feedback (Farrell et al., 2019). The extent
to which feedback is used for development, relates to a complex
mix of characteristics, including those associated with the
message under consideration, inter-personal relationships and
intra-personal factors (Hattie and Timperley, 2007; Stone and
Heen, 2015). Although evidence is mixed, message characteristics
include whether the feedback message has positive or negative
valence, and also relate to whether the recipient believes that
it has face-validity (Evans, 2013). Interpersonal relationships,
between the source of the feedback and the recipient are
thought to be crucial in creating a suitable environment
(Winstone et al., 2017a). Boudrias et al. (2014) posit that
where the feedback source is trustworthy, greater acceptance
and awareness is promoted by feedback. Intrapersonal factors,
including personality, motivations and emotions also foster a
dynamic self-regulatory environment (Evans, 2013). These ideas
are supported both within approaches to self-regulated learning
and recent models of feedback integration.

A receiving focus in relation to feedback is supported in
Winstone et al. (2017a) recent SAGE framework. The SAGE
framework promotes strategies that aim to increase the learner’s
ability to “Self-assess,” possess greater “Assessment Literacy,”
employ “Goal-setting and self-regulatory strategies,” and develop
“Engagement andmotivational strategies.” In this way, developing
learner’s abilities to judge the quality of their work and to make
necessary adjustments must be a key outcome for educators,
and students, in particular if they are transition to be effective
lifelong learners (Ajjawi et al., 2018). These abilities that support
learning are also suggested to be fundamental to self-regulated
performance in the workplace (Diefendorff and Lord, 2008; Lord
et al., 2010). As such, academics seeking to promote incremental

learning gains require appropriate diagnostic skills to make
appropriate recommendations to foster change, where students
require metacognitive abilities associated with self-assessment
and self-management to enable them to optimize their chances
of success (Evans, 2013).

However derived, engaging students in the development of
adaptive knowledge, skills and attitudes that underpins hard won
gains in learning is crucial, in particular if learners are to develop
the ability to manage themselves during the courses of their
studies and into employment (Forsythe and Jellicoe, 2018). A
recent qualitative report indicates that learners in HE, even when
approaching graduation, do not possess the emotional repertoire
to manage and act upon feedback and are not enabled in doing
so (O’Donovan et al., 2016; Pitt and Norton, 2017). Indications
are that current assessment approaches do not enable learners
to engage in development in the manner expected by employers
(The Confederation of British Industry, 2016).

Within the occupational domain, Boudrias et al. (2014)
developed a measure of feedback integration for candidates
exposed to individual psychological assessment feedback
following evaluation at an assessment center. Based on earlier
such measures (see for example Kudisch, 1996) a revised
measure was proposed that aimed to examine whether
candidates in occupational settings who were exposed to
developmental feedback would be motivated toward taking
developmental actions and adopt behavioral changes resulting
from feedback. Boudrias et al. (2014) postulated a causal path
where characteristics associated with feedback including valence
of the message, its face validity, the credibility of the source and
challenge were associated with greater acceptance of feedback
and awareness of changes. In turn, acceptance and awareness
were proposed to relate to greater motivational intention,
which was hypothesized to lead to increased behavioral and
developmental changes. Observations from 97 candidates were
taken on two separate occasions, separated by a 3 months
interval, with 178 observations taken in total. Boudrias et al.
(2014) describe a model that had excellent fit to the data.
Findings indicate that awareness and its direct and indirect
antecedents led to motivational intention, but acceptance
did not. In this model, motivational intentions were more
strongly associated in turn with behavioral change than taking
developmental action. Authors suggest that these results are
consistent with the Theory of Planned Behavior (Ajzen, 1996).
For example, candidates evaluations are that they hold greater
volition changing their own behaviors change, whereas engaging
in developmental activities relies on external developmental
opportunities becoming available. Sample size considerations,
the self-report nature of the instrument and low reliability
relating to valence of the message, limit these findings somewhat.
The participant pool (n = 97) used in this study may have
resulted in imprecise estimates. Generally a sample size of 200
is considered optimal (Kenny, 2015). Low power meant that
Boudrias et al. (2014) were unable to examine the latent factor
structure, relying instead on Cronbach’s alpha. It has been argued
that such metrics do not provide adequate evidence of construct
validity (Flake et al., 2017; Flake and Fried, 2019). Whilst validity
also relates to theoretical consideration of measures, examining
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the factor structure of any such measure is recommended for
reliable and valid prediction.

Despite the noted limitations in Boudrias et al. (2014) model,
these results provide an interesting perspective suggesting that
increased awareness led to greater integration of feedback and
a desire to act in accordance with feedback messages received.
Whilst focused in occupational settings, Boudrias and colleagues
findings could contribute important understandings in relation
to undergraduates’ evaluations and integration of feedback.
Feedback that is more specific is postulated to lead to greater
levels of performance striving (Ashford and De Stobbeleir,
2013). This is because specificity leads to greater awareness
and ability to interpret the feedback in terms of the learner’s
future progress. This follows work suggesting that integration or
recipience of feedback (see for example Nicol and Macfarlane-
Dick, 2006; Winstone et al., 2017a) is an under-represented
area of research and will support greater understanding of how
evaluations support self-regulation during learning (Panadero
et al., 2017). It has been proposed that learners can develop
evaluative judgments by being engaged in formative assessment
that encourages self-regulated learning (Panadero et al., 2018).
In this approach, learners must understand how a piece of
work is related to its context, develop the expertise that is
necessary to understand the qualities and standards against
which it is being judged and how these relate to assessment
criteria. These evaluations align with the three considerations
proposed by Hattie and Timperley (2007). Measuring learner
endorsement of behaviors associated with feedback and its
integration would provide a useful means of indicating whether
students were prepared to make the incremental gains in learning
necessary for development. Domain specific refinements are
necessary to secure its applicability in terms of undergraduate
learning and development. Refinements would also support
the self-awareness component of the SAGE model of feedback
integration (Winstone et al., 2017a). If such measurement
instruments demonstrate utility in learner’s self-regulated
approach to learning, then it follows that employing these
in diagnosis and intervention will be informative. Given the
suggestion that undergraduate learners, as they move toward
greater independence, often find self-regulation challenging
(Zimmerman and Paulsen, 1995). Such a supportive mechanism
will help to address a gap in current knowledge.

Current Study
Drawing on these suggestions, the first aim of the current
study is to explore the factor structure of a modified feedback
integration measure that has been utilized in occupational
domains (Boudrias et al., 2014) and to translate it from
occupational environments into academic endeavors. There has
been some limited use of a modified version of this survey
instrument within academic settings (e.g., Forsythe and Johnson,
2017; Forsythe and Jellicoe, 2018), which have provided an
interesting pattern of results. However, as indicated, there
has been no thorough and systematic investigation of the
measurement properties of the scale within student populations.
Further, we have no knowledge of a similar instrument that

can either be used by educators to target interventions in the
manner intended by Winstone et al. (2017a). Boudrias et al.
(2014) measure appears to have a strong theoretical foundation.
Whilst there are synergies between the experiences of those in
the workplace and HE, the extent to which the suggested factors
replicate and measure knowledge, skills and attitudes related to
feedback in HE learners is not necessarily assured. Boudrias et al.
(2014) measure was confirmed with a relatively small participant
pool, and as a result, before this is used, further examining the
nature of this measurement appears to be warranted. Further,
such a measure appears to have utility as part of a self-directed
approach to promote understanding in learners and address
deficits in relation to feedback. As a result of the identified
issues with the previous exploration of the factors, and the
modifications necessary for an academic audience, a data driven
analysis approach was used in the first instance as a route to
providing a measurement structure that is definitive for a tertiary
academic audience.

Research Aims and Hypotheses
Addressing the issues above, the first research aim was to
determine a data driven approach to understanding feedback
integration in tertiary academic audience based on amodification
of a measure provided by Boudrias et al. (2014). The second
aim of the current study is first to confirm the derived factor
structure of the FLS, determined as part of exploratory analysis
in aim one. Simultaneously, a tentative unidirectional path
between the factors identified during exploratory analysis will be
examined. Taking account of the directional model proposed by
Boudrias et al. (2014) four paths were hypothesized, addressing
the five derived factors. The first hypothesized path proposes
that acceptance of feedback will predict credible source challenge.
A second hypothesized path predicts that credible source
challenge will predict awareness from feedback. Awareness from
feedback will in turn predict motivational intentions, is the
third hypothesized path. The final fourth path hypothesizes
that motivational intention will predict behavioral changes and
developmental activities.

METHODOLOGY

Participants
Two pools of participants were recruited to examine cognitive
and behavioral factors associated with integration of feedback in
learning. A first convenience sample of 353 first and second-year
psychology undergraduate students were recruited to participate
in the current study. Two sources of opportunity recruitment
were used. In the first of these a convenience sample of 163
second year undergraduate participants were recruited. The first
recruitment opportunity was time-limited and did not generate
a large enough sample for exploratory analysis. As a result, a
further sample of first year students (n = 190) were recruited
using an experimental participation scheme (EPS) in return for
nominal course credit. Twelve cases were excluded from the first
sample and three from the second, as they failed to respond
to all survey items. Following exclusion, participants were Mage

= 19.54, SDage = 2.98. Eighty six percent of participants were
female, mirroring the profile seen in samples recruited from these
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populations. Following inspection of these data, seventeen cases
were excluded based on an inspection of Mahalanobis distance
cut-off criteria (Kline, 2015). The remaining 321 complete cases
were used in Exploratory Factor Analysis (EFA).

A second convenience sample of 402 second year students
registered on a half year psychology module were requested to
participate as part of a wider data collection process. Forty-six
responses were excluded in the second sample where participants
failed to respond to one or more of the items. Following
exclusions, participants were Mage = 20.31; SDage = 3.64.
Matching the first sample, 86% of participants were female.
The remaining 356 complete cases were used in latent variable
structural equation modeling (LVSEM).

Design
The current study employed a cross-sectional design and
structural equation modeling (SEM) to explore two pools of
responses to determine the factor structure of the FLS. A
data driven approach using EFA was used to explore the first
sample. The second sample was used in a LVSEM approach to
simultaneously confirm the psychometric properties of the scale
and to test a linear hypothetical path through the factors derived
in EFA.

Measures
The Feedback in Learning Scale
A34-itemmeasure examined perspectives supporting integration
of feedback in learning. Items were derived from an existing
measure of feedback integration typically used in occupational
research (Boudrias et al., 2014). Fit measures were at least
adequate, although these were derived with relatively low
participant pool. The original measure developed within an
occupational setting suggests a nine-factor structure. The original
measure referred to candidate integration of feedback following
attendance at a specific assessment center occasion, minor
modifications were made recognize the different context of the
measure. To illustrate, one item “I have changed my less-efficient
behaviors discussed during the feedback session” was modified to
“. . . behaviors described in the feedback I received” supervisor is
replaced by tutor to reflect the academic context. Further items
from Boudrias et al. (2014) measure relating to the workplace
are modified to situate the measure in higher education, an
example of this relates to assessment face validity. Of these,
message valence relates to the extent to the feedback received
is positive or aversive; face validity can be interpreted as the
idea that participants endorse the relatedness of the feedback to
themselves and their future careers; source credibility relates to
the person assessing the work can be relied upon to provide an
accurate assessment of work; and challenge interventions, which
speak to the idea that the assessor’s feedback provides a catalyst
for change. Here, due to its poor performance in a previous
examination, and the challenge of meaningfully operationalizing
face validity, we decided to discard these items from the analysis
(Forsythe and Jellicoe, 2018). Five remaining factors relating
to integration of feedback were also assessed. These relate to
feedback acceptance, or whether the student recognizes that the
feedback they receive relates to them; awareness from feedback,

such that the learner will have a greater understanding of their
strengths and limitations; and motivational intentions, which
relate to the desire to take action, perhaps as a result these
earlier factors. Finally, two outcome measures indicate the extent
to which students are likely to make behavioral changes and
undertake developmental actions as a result of the feedback
they receive. Participant ratings of the FLS were endorsed using
a 6-point response format; with a value of 1–6 (1, Strongly
Disagree; 6, Strongly Agree). Higher scores relate to endorsement
of each factor. As a result, reverse scoring ensured that inter-item
correlations remained positive.

Procedure
Participants completed the survey online via a hyperlink
directing participants to the Qualtrics (2018) online surveying
platform. Participants read a participant information sheet and
indicated consent to participate in the study. Participants were
informed of the benign nature of the study, and that there were no
anticipated risks or rewards associated with participation. In the
second part of the study, related to a pedagogical project, students
were furnished with automated reports, which summed scores
associated with the factors they had endorsed. These automated
individual feedback reports were designed to debrief participants
by prompting individual reflection and greater self-awareness.
Interpretive support was made available for students. This study
was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of
the British Psychological Society. The protocol was approved by
the University of Liverpool Ethics Committee. All subjects gave
written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration
of Helsinki.

Data Analyses
All analyses were conducted in an R environment (R Core Team,
2013) using Jupyter notebook architecture (Kluyver et al., 2016).
Data files are available as Supplementary Materials.

Analysis Checks and Data Preparation (Samples 1

and 2)
FLS items were assessed for normality. In relation to the first
sample, employed in EFA, sampling adequacy was assessed
using the Kaiser-Myer-Olkin (KMO) statistic. Bartlett’s test of
sphericity was used to assess whether inter-item correlations were
sufficiently large to continue with EFA. For the second sample,
data were examined for multivariate normality. As Mardia’s
Kurtosis test was violated (Crede and Harms, 2019; Gana and
Broc, 2019) maximum likelihood estimation package with robust
standard errors and Satorra-Bentler scaled test statistics (Satorra
and Bentler, 2010) were obtained to correct for this violation
using the MLM procedure in lavaan (Rosseel, 2012). As a result,

TABLE 1 | Characteristics of participants in each group.

Sample 1 (n = 321) Sample 2 (n = 356)

Females:Males 276:45 307:49

Age (years):Mean (±SD) 19.54 (±2.98) 20.31 (±3.64)

Values in parentheses represent the standard deviation (±SD) of the mean.
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356 observations were employed in a latent variable structural
equation modeling approach to assess a hybrid confirmatory
factor analysis and path analytic approach.

Approach to Structural Equation Modeling
Model fit was assessed using the Normed X2 statistic (X2/df)
(Ullman, 2001), the Tucker Lewis Index, Comparative Fit Index
(TLI; CFI; Bentler, 1990; Hu and Bentler, 1999) the Root Mean
Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA; MacCallum et al.,
1996), and Standardized Root Mean Square Residual (SRMR; Hu
and Bentler, 1999). Normed X2/df < 2 (Ullman, 2001), and TLI
and CFI above 0.90 (Bentler, 1990) are considered acceptable.
RMSEA values indicate a good- (<0.05), fair- (>0.05, <0.08),
mediocre- (>0.08, <0.10), and poor-fit (>0.10), respectively
(MacCallum et al., 1996). SRMR < 0.08 are deemed a good fit
(Hu and Bentler, 1999).

Exploratory Factor Analysis (Sample 1)
The psych package (Revelle, 2016), was used for EFA purposes.
To identify an initial factor solution, those factors reporting

TABLE 2 | Factors, items, and factor loadings for EFA and LVSEM analyses.

Factor (no. of items) Item Factor

loadings EFA

Factor loadings

LVSEM

1. Credible Source

Challenge (11)

CR7 0.772 0.732

CR2 0.765 0.697

CR4 0.763 0.662

CR8 0.726 0.651

CR5 0.652 0.509

CR3 0.640 0.725

CR9 0.620 0.544

CR6 0.584 0.369

CI3 0.497 0.481

CR1 0.462 0.602

CI2 0.440 0.521

2. Behavioral Changes and

Developmental Actions (5)

DC3 0.799 0.761

DC2 0.714 0.642

DC1 0.669 0.761

BC4 0.593 0.527

BC3 0.527 0.564

3. Feedback Acceptance (3) AC2 0.916 0.927

AC1 0.889 0.807

AC3 0.725 0.705

4. Motivational Intention (4) MI3 0.861 0.646

MI2 0.859 0.724

MI1 0.575 0.804

BC1 0.411 0.652

5. Awareness from

Feedback (4)

AW3 0.730 0.664

AW2 0.644 0.549

AW1 0.585 0.626

AW4 0.493 0.727

A key to items, is contained in Appendix. Credible Source Challenge [CR1–9, and

CI2 and CI3]; Behavioral Changes and Developmental Actions [BC3–BC4, DC1–3];

Feedback Acceptance [AC1–AC3]; Motivational Intention [MI1–3, BC1]; and Awareness

from Feedback [AW1–AW4].

eigenvalues >0.70 (Jolliffe, 1972) and visual inspection of scree
plots were used to confirm retained items (Cattell, 1966). This
was selected as the Kaiser criterion (i.e., retaining eigenvalues
> 1) is = not always considered an optimal cut-off threshold
when determining factors to retain (Costello and Osborne, 2005).
As factors were expected to correlate, an oblique rotation was
employed (Vogt and Johnson, 2011). At each iteration, items
were removed where factor loadings were <0.40 (Costello and
Osborne, 2005).

Internal Consistency and Descriptive Statistics

(Samples 1 and 2)
Internal consistency of the FLS was assessed using the Cronbach’s
alpha. A lower bound estimate of α = 0.70 was considered
acceptable (Nunnally and Bernstein, 1994). The psych package
(Revelle, 2016) was used to calculate mean scores and reliabilities
for each of the identified factors.

Latent Variable Structural Equation Modeling

(Sample 2)
The lavaan package (Rosseel, 2012) was used to perform LVSEM
this sought to confirm the factor solution identified from EFA.
In addition, and simultaneously in this measurement approach,
we hypothesized paths between the latent variables following a
consideration of the solution derived from EFA and considering
the measurement model hypothesized by Boudrias et al. (2014).
Items were free to load onto related latent factors and no
restrictions were place on them. Following initial modeling,
model fit was improved by adding covariance between error
terms. These adjustments followed consideration of modification
indices and theory.

RESULTS

Analysis Checks and Participant
Characteristics
With the exception of one variable across both samples, skewness
and kurtosis values were between −2 and 2. Whilst there is lack
of clarity in the literature, skewness and kurtosis values were
below “rules of thumb” indicated by Kline (2015), with skewness
≤3, and Kurtosis ≤10. In all cases, such values were well below
these thresholds.

Exploratory Factor Analysis (Sample 1)
The KMO statistic for the model was above the 0.50 threshold
(KMO = 0.90) and Bartlett’s test of sphericity was significant (p
< 0.001). Participant characteristics for sample one and two are
reported in Table 1.

Three iterations were sufficient to derive simple factor
structure. In the first iteration, EFA with an oblique (oblimin)
using a maximum likelihood approach, visual inspection of the
scree plot and the 0.70 eigenvalue criteria revealed a five-factor
solution. However, an unclear factor structure was indicated. Six
items reported factor loadings less than the suggested 0.4 criteria.
Following the removal of these items, and using the same cut-
off criteria, a second iteration revealed a five-factor solution.
In this iteration however, simple structure was not achieved,
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with one further item failing to load on to the five derived
factors. Following the removal of this single item, a third and
final iteration of the same EFA procedure was undertaken. A
five-factor structure converged during the final iteration with 27
individual items retained. Eigenvalues for the respective factors
were 7.95, 2.03, 1.12, 0.99, and 0.71. Factor one, made up of
eleven items, referencing credible source challenge, for example
“the staff who assessed me are outstanding in their capacity to gain

my confidence,” accounted for 17% of the total variance in the
model. Five items loaded on the second factor accounting for 9%
of the total variance. This factor represents one’s desire to make
behavioral changes and developmental actions resulting from
feedback, for example, “following feedback I have searched for
developmental activities in line with competencies described during
the feedback.” Three items loaded on to factor three, feedback
acceptance, an example item includes “I believe the feedback

FIGURE 1 | Factor model of FLS with standardized factor loadings represented on unidirectional arrows. Factors in this figure are represented by the following key.

ML1, Credible Source Challenge; ML2, Feedback Acceptance; ML3, Behavioral Changes and Developmental Actions; ML4, Motivational Intentions; and ML5,

Awareness from Feedback. See Appendix for a detailed key to items.
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TABLE 3 | Descriptive statistics (where values are means and standard deviation ±) and internal consistency (Cronbach’s alpha) for the FLS.

Sample 1 (n = 321) Sample 2 (n = 356)

Mean (±) α Mean (±) α

1. Credible Source Challenge 4.2 (±0.67) 0.90 4.5 (±0.57) 0.86

2. Behavioral Changes and Developmental Actions 3.6 (±0.91) 0.81 3.7 (±0.82) 0.81

3. Feedback Acceptance 3.9 (±0.87) 0.89 4.0 (±0.82) 0.85

4. Motivational Intention 4.6 (±0.67) 0.83 4.8 (±0.66) 0.82

5. Awareness from Feedback 4.6 (±0.65) 0.75 4.5 (±0.73) 0.78

Items endorsed using a 6 point response format (1, Strongly Disagree; 6, Strongly Agree).

I received depicts me accurately.” This factor again accounted
for 9% of the total variance in the model. Four items make up
the fourth factor, motivational intentions, an illustrative example
suggests “I am motivated to develop myself in the direction of
the feedback I received.” This fourth factor accounted for 8% of
the variance in the model. Finally, the fifth factor, accounted
for 6% of the variance in the model, addressing awareness from
feedback; “I am more aware of the strengths that I can draw on
from my studies” an indicative item supporting this factor. Item
factor loadings are provided in Table 2. As a total, the factors
cumulatively explained 49% of the variance in the model. The full
27 item FLS and scoring instructions are provided in Appendix

of the current chapter. See Figure 1 for a diagramme depicting
the fitted exploratory model. The final iteration indicated an
acceptable to good fit to the data (see Figure 1), Normed X2

(X2/df) = 1.11, RMSEA (90% CI) = 0.06 (0.050–0.065), CFI =
0.939, TLI= 0.904, SRMR= 0.03.

Internal Consistency and Descriptive Statistics
Subscale scores for both samples in relation to the FLS are
reported in Table 3 together with internal consistency, reported
using Cronbach’s alpha. Inter-item correlations are displayed in
Figures 2, 3 for samples 1 and 2, respectively.

Latent Variable Structural Equation
Modeling (Sample 2)
Model Specification
A measurement model was specified that simultaneously
confirmed the latent factor structure and examined a
unidirectional path through identified factors. In the model
specified, from twenty-seven items identified in EFA, eleven were
free to load on to the latent factor Credible Source Challenge;
five items were free to load on to the latent factor Behavior
and Development Change; four items each were free to load on
Feedback Acceptance and Motivational Intention, respectively;
and the remaining three items were free to load on latent factor
Awareness from Feedback. Following consideration of the
factor structure, four tentative paths were specified at the latent
variable level. These were that feedback acceptance predicts
credible source challenge. In turn credible source challenge
predicts greater awareness from feedback. Subsequently, it was
predicted that awareness from feedback will predict motivational
intentions. Our final prediction was that motivational intentions

will predict the endorsement of behavioral changes and
developmental actions resulting from feedback.

The initial iteration did not achieve acceptable fit to the
data without modifications. Following inspection of modification
indices, a number of items were allowed to covary due to
conceptual congruity, see Appendix for key to items. These
include MI2 with MI3, both concern motivations to develop in
line with feedback (cov = 0.531, p < 0.001). BC3 with BC4,
both items are concerned with seeking out developmental plans
(cov = 0.483, p < 0.001); CI2 with CI3, which concern positive
challenge interventions (cov = 0.407, p < 0.001). AW2 with
AW3 were correlated as they relate to greater self-knowledge and
reaction (cov = 0.445, p = 0.001). Standardized factor loadings
are presented in Table 2 and indicate that items reflected the
underlying latent variable (p < 0.001).

Confirming the Latent Factor Structure
Factors and related items identified in data driven analysis were
confirmed in the LVSEM model. Table 2 includes a summary of
factors and related item loadings. Table 4 and Figure 4 indicate
the associations in the LVSEM of the hypothesized paths between
latent variables. In addition, summary factor scores and internal
consistency coefficients are reported in Table 3.

Testing Hypothesized Paths
All the paths specified in the model were significant (ps <

0.001). In relation to the first path, feedback acceptance positively
predicted credible source challenge (β = 0.45) explaining 21% of
the variance in the outcome; a second path found that credible
source challenge positively predicted learners awareness from
feedback (β = 0.41) explaining 17% of the variance in the
outcome; a third positive path found awareness from feedback
predicted motivational intention (β = 0.67) explaining 45% of
the variance in the outcome; and the final path explained 22%
of the variance in behavioral changes and development actions
when regressed on motivational intention (β = 0.47).

Following modifications, the final model achieved an
acceptable to good fit to the data (see Figure 4). Robust fit
statistics using the (Satorra and Bentler, 2010) adjustment with a
scaling factor of 1.288 were as follows, normed X2 (X2/df)= 1.59,
RMSEA (90% CI) = 0.041 (0.035–0.046), CFI = 0.934, robust
TLI= 0.927, SRMR= 0.066. For comparison purposes, unscaled
maximum likelihood fit measures were again acceptable or good,
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FIGURE 2 | Inter-item correlations for EFA.

and are as follows, normed X2 (X2/df) = 2.05, RMSEA (90% CI)
= 0.054 (.048–0.060), CFI= 0.913, TLI= 0.903, SRMR= 0.066.

Consideration of Alternate Latent Variable Structural

Equation Models
Three alternate models were explored. In the first such
model [A1], the first specified path predicted that credible
source challenge led to awareness from feedback. In turn,
awareness from feedback was allowed to predict acceptance of
feedback. A subsequent path was specified from acceptance to
motivational intentions. In the second model [A2], credible
source challenge was allowed to predict both awareness from
feedback and acceptance of feedback. Both factors in turn
predicted motivational intentions. A third model [A3] took a
similar linear approach to the hypothesized model; however, in
this approach credible source challenge was allowed to predict
acceptance of feedback, transposing the order in the hypothesized
model. Next, acceptance led to awareness, and then in turn to
motivational intentions. In each of alternative models, as with
the hypothesized model, behavioral change and developmental
action predicted by motivational intentions was specified as the
final path.

Remaining constant in all models, modification indices
suggested the specification of four covariances between item
error terms. Two additional modifications were suggested to the
first alternate model. The first of these suggested a path between
acceptance of feedback to credible source challenge. The second
modification suggested a path from awareness from feedback to
motivational intentions. These paths reintroduced the suggested
directional paths from the hypothesized model. For comparison
purposes, fit measures for each model are presented in Table 5.
Whilst fit measures were equivalent or worse when compared to
the hypothesized, it was noted that none were superior.

Summary
The current investigation examined the factor structure of a
modified measure of feedback integration. Analyses explored
and confirmed five latent factors associated with feedback
integration by HE learners. Alongside the confirmatory analysis,
a hypothesis driven model was reported at least marginally
superior fit to alternative models explored. This indicated
a directional path through each of the derived five factors.
Acceptance of feedback led to credible source challenge, in
turn predicting awareness from feedback. Greater awareness
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FIGURE 3 | Inter-item correlations for LVSEM.

TABLE 4 | Direct paths between latent factors specified in the measurement model.

Path Determinant Outcome Standardized

estimates (β)

R2

1. Feedback Acceptance → Credible Source Challenge 0.45* 0.21

2. Credible Source Challenge → Awareness from Feedback 0.41* 0.17

3. Awareness from Feedback → Motivational Intention 0.67* 0.45

4. Motivational Intention → Behavioral Changes and Developmental Actions 0.47* 0.22

*p < 0.001.

subsequently predicted motivational intentions. Finally, motives
predicted action. Both models achieved at least acceptable fit
to the data, and the paths between factors represented unique
proportions of the variance in the model.

DISCUSSION

The current study refined and validated a measure, drawn from
the occupational domain, examining the nature of feedback
integration in undergraduate learners. A first data driven derived
a feedback in learning scale with a five factor structure. The

first factor, credible source challenge, addresses the credibility
of the source providing feedback and the challenge they
provide. Behavioral change and developmental actions, the
second factor, represents the learner’s desire to take action
following feedback. Next, acceptance from feedback considers
whether the feedback received is acknowledged by the learner.
The penultimate factor represents the motivational intentions in
response to feedback. The final fifth factor relates to awareness
from feedback, specifically whether learners were more aware of
their strengths and weaknesses following feedback. Except where
noted, findings largely support factors derived by Boudrias et al.
(2014). However, a message valence factor, the extent to which
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FIGURE 4 | Latent variable structural equation model of FLS with standardized factor loadings (reported on unidirectional arrows), error terms (circled values), and

covariances (reported on bidirectional arrows). Factors in this figure are represented by the following key: ACC, Feedback Acceptance; CRD, Credible Source

Challenge; AWA, Awareness from Feedback; MI, Motivational Intentions; and BDC, Behavioral Changes and Developmental Actions. See Appendix for a detailed key

to items.

TABLE 5 | Comparison of robust fit measures for hypothesized and alternative models.

Model X2/df AIC BIC RMSEA (90% CI) CFI TLI SRMR

Hyp 1.59 22,613.56 22,853.80 0.041 (0.035–0.046) 0.934 0.927 0.066

A1 1.59 22,617.21 22,865.21 0.041 (0.035–0.046) 0.934 0.926 0.066

A2 1.59 22,615.41 22,859.53 0.041 (0.035–0.047) 0.934 0.927 0.066

A3 1.65 22,641.92 22,882.17 0.049 (0.041–0.056) 0.927 0.919 0.091

“Model” refers to the hypothesized model [Hyp] as presented or the alternative model [An]. Fit measures presented are, where appropriate, scaled.

previous feedback was positive or negative, was discarded during
exploratory analysis.

A latent variable structural equation modeling approach, was
used to address a second research aim. First, the latent factor
structure identified in the first exploratory investigation was
confirmed. Conjointly, four hypothesized paths were proposed
between each of the five latent factors following a consideration
of theory and the model indicated by Boudrias et al. (2014).
Our hypotheses were that learner acceptance of feedback would
predict the learners view that the source of feedback provided

credible challenge. Subsequently, we proposed that this trust
in the source of feedback would predict awareness in learners.
In turn, our third hypothesized path indicated that the level
of awareness would predict learners motivational intentions
in respect of feedback. The final, fourth path hypothesized
that behavioral changes and development actions in response
to feedback would be predicted by motivational intentions.
Supporting our suggestions, significant associations were seen for
all hypothesized paths with medium to large effects seen across
all paths. Necessary minor modifications saw the hypothesized
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model achieve at least acceptable, and mostly good, fit. In both
samples, the suggested factors demonstrated acceptable internal
reliability. Endorsement of factors was consistent across both
samples. Learners reported moderate to high levels of awareness
from feedback and motivational intentions, followed by trust
in the source of feedback. More variability and lower scores
were exhibited in relation to acceptance and lowest in relation
to behavior change and developmental actions. These findings
indicate that learners feel more aware and motivated once they
have engaged in feedback, they are less sure of how to change
or access development activities securing the next steps. This
supports the pattern of results found by Boudrias et al. (2014)
who suggested that development activities and behavioral change
may not always be perceived to be under the control of those
receiving feedback. As research indicates undergraduate learners
appear to be hostage to poor strategy and planning processes
(Winstone et al., 2017b), supporting learners with pedagogies
that promote the identification of appropriate strategies, such as
planning future action may be critical to integrating feedback
(Winstone et al., 2019). Instructors that provide appropriately
challenging feedback are critical to this process (Forsythe and
Johnson, 2017; Carless and Boud, 2018). Developing approaches
that extend beyond immediate learning which support learners
into employment would appear an appropriate aim if learners are
to become effective graduates (Ajjawi et al., 2018; Carless, 2019).

Although one model is reported in the current study,
alternate explanatory models were examined following good
practice (Crede and Harms, 2019). Whilst some indication of
equivalence fit measures was observed between models, none of
the models examined were superior to the hypothesized model.
The hypothesized model is parsimonious and aligns well with
Boudrias et al. (2014) previous findings. Nevertheless, future
research should consider that alternate models may be plausible.
Data for the current study are open and as a result developments
in theory may give rise to further testing, as recommended by
Crede and Harms (2019).

Findings from the current study speak to five factors
associated with feedback integration in tertiary learning. These
findings are particularly noteworthy as they highlight the
importance of raising learner awareness of strengths and
challenges as a central role for intervention. Awareness from
feedback is seen to relate directly to learners’ motivational
intentions, which accounted for the greatest proportion of
the variance in the path model. Learner motives led to
behavioral changes and developmental actions endorsed by
learners following feedback. Further, these findings suggest that
learners may seek out additional feedback and action plans
from credible sources of information. This understanding may
come from a credible source, such as a tutor or a trusted peer.
The relationships seen in the current study appear to address
the three considerations highlighted by Hattie and Timperley
(2007). These suggest that to integrate feedback learners need
to understand where and how they are going, together with an
evaluation necessary to operationalize awareness in to action
(Ajjawi et al., 2018). Although learners endorsed motivated
intentions and actions, being motivated to carry out an action
may not necessarily lead to the desired action during goal

striving (Gollwitzer, 1999). However, in models of self-regulation
(Zimmerman, 2000), adaptive evaluations and the resulting
motivations following task performance are suggested to lead to
the setting of more challenging and specific subsequent goals.
Although this is untested in the current study, feedback data
from a trusted, reliable source only has utility if it is acted upon.
In some undergraduates learners self-regulatory skills are not
well-developed (Zimmerman and Paulsen, 1995), it is further
suggested that the learners ability to control the course of action
may increasingly be compromised (Duckworth et al., 2019).
These results indicate that tertiary learners equipped with greater
awareness subsequently hold greater motivational intentions. In
turn, these motivations are associated with subsequent intention
to take action.

Supporting recent theoretical models, factors including the
increasing self-awareness, goal setting, and engagement and
motivation are also established as central forces in recent models
of feedback recipience (Winstone et al., 2017a,b). This addresses
the idea of motivational intention in the current model. Although
goal setting is not addressed directly in the current approach, HE
learners appear to possess a sense of where they are going in their
endorsement of behavioral changes and developmental actions
resulting from feedback. Goal setting and volitional action have
been endorsed as a central pillar of the SAGE model of feedback
integration (Winstone et al., 2017a). Evidence to support the
importance of this assertion is somewhat limited, as noted by the
authors. Goal setting has previously been highlighted as a possible
intervention route, for example to promote learner response
to feedback (Evans, 2013), and as a route to bolstering agentic
beliefs, such as self-efficacy (Richardson et al., 2012; Morisano,
2013). Despite there being a prima facie case to support the
role of goal setting, this remains a fruitful area for investigation;
as a result, we highlight the need for further research in this
area. As indicated, the findings of the current study appear to
align well with models of self-regulated learning which suggest
reciprocal causality between planning, action and evaluation
(Zimmerman, 2000; Panadero, 2017). These also align well with
workplacemodels of self-regulation (Lord et al., 2010). Increasing
awareness, may lead to greater motivation, which in turn may
lead to improved planning processes in a virtuous cycle.

Using the measure developed and validated here for diagnosis
and intervention will prove useful as a cost effective route to
identifying and addressing maladaptive behaviors. For example,
the FLS is a tool that facilitates identification of learners
with lower levels of acceptance, trust, awareness, motivational
intent, and desire to act in response to feedback. Following
identification, addressing suboptimal feedback behaviors using
appropriate pedagogies appears to be an effective mechanism to
assist learners in developing the evaluative judgments that are
necessary to optimize learning (Winstone et al., 2019). The ability
to be able to accept feedback, in particular how this is associated
with the ability to trust the source of challenge and feedback,
was endorsed in the feedback measure. These relationships
have previously been discussed in terms of modeling feedback
behaviors and building improved relationships, which are often
perceived as distant (Evans, 2013; Pitt and Norton, 2017;
Carless and Boud, 2018). The SAGE model also highlights the
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importance of interpersonal characteristics as a route to proactive
feedback response (Winstone et al., 2017a). The emergence of
five key factors in the FLS operationalize an economic model
of feedback integration that appears to assist in understanding
student responses to feedback.

Despite providing a parsimonious model of feedback
integration, the current study has its limitations. The model
of feedback integration reported here represents one model of
feedback integration, it is possible that any number of other
hypothetical models may account for the data just as well, and
possibly better. Although, this approach aligns well with theories
of self-regulated learning (Zimmerman, 2000; Panadero, 2017),
we are not aware of similar measures that can be used to measure
perceptions and changes in attitudes and behaviors over time.
A strength of the approach is that having modified the original
measure, many of the items and similar latent factors were
retained. In addition, similar paths are seen. This suggests a
common approach between the domains in integrating feedback,
which will benefit HE learners when they enter the graduate
workforce. We increased statistical power across both samples,
when compared to Boudrias et al. (2014) original measure. This
allowed for latent variable estimation, which was not possible
in the source measure, and potentially provides a more a more
robust model in this investigation. These results are however
derived from two separate samples of psychology students
within the same tertiary education setting. This, and the gender
imbalance, may limit the results. As a result, examining this
measure in other disciplines, with other samples of students, will
further establish its utility as a measure of feedback integration
within HE learning. We attempted to broaden the participant
base, by recruiting from undergraduate learners at different
stages of their undergraduate career, albeit these were drawn
from the same setting and course. Finally, findings here are based
on two cross-sectional samples of data, whilst tentative casual
paths were specified in the second model, only longitudinal or
experimental research can support suggested regression paths
seen in the path model.

Conclusion
In summary, the current investigation indicates that the FLS
represents a valid and reliable measure of feedback integration
behaviors in undergraduate learners. Three aligned practical
implications of the FLS are suggested. Firstly, the measure
may assist in identifying active components associated with
feedback integration in undergraduate learners. Using the FLS for
identification of behaviors and change over time, as a meaningful

mechanism for capturing gains in learning provides a useful tool
to promote further research. In addition, using the FLS as part
of interventions and pedagogies to raise learner self-awareness
may support learners to take the steps necessary to evaluate and
make necessary changes to optimize learning. Future research
is necessary to validate the FLS as reliable tool in other tertiary
settings to determine if the measure has utility beyond the
current setting and domain of learning. However, these ideas
are consistent with theory (Zimmerman, 2000; Panadero et al.,
2017), and have important implications for practice by providing
an supplementary tool to encourage integration of feedback in
HE learners (Nicol and Macfarlane-Dick, 2006; Evans, 2013;
Winstone et al., 2017a).
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APPENDIX

TABLE A1 | Summary of modified measure and scoring methodology.

Item Item text New factor

MV1 A large proportion of the feedback I received last year was negative *

MV2 A major part of the feedback I received targeted my weaknesses *

MV3 A large part of the feedback I received was positive *

FV1 I believe the assessments I have taken part in give the opportunity to measure elements clearly related to my education ◦

The following examples are good tools to assess my potential: ◦

FV2 - Examinations ◦

FV3 - Essays ◦

FV4 - Blogs ◦

FV5 - Discussion/Debates ◦

FV6 - Presentations ◦

I see the connection between tests and assessment methods used and what is required in my future: ◦

FV7 - Examinations ◦

FV8 - Essays ◦

FV9 - Blogs ◦

FV10 - Discussion/Debates ◦

FV11 - Presentations ◦

I believe this assessment process can correctly identify individual characteristics related to my performance on: ◦

FV12 - Examinations ◦

FV13 - Essays ◦

FV14 - Blogs ◦

FV15 - Discussion/Debates ◦

FV16 - Presentations ◦

AC1 I believe the feedback I received adequately reflects the person I am Acceptance

AC2 I believe the feedback I received depicts me accurately Acceptance

AC3 I recognize myself in the description my assessor has made of me Acceptance

The staff who assessed me are outstanding in their:

CR1 - Ability to assess my competencies Credible

CR2 - Ability to make me feel comfortable Credible

CR3 - Expertise in assessing people’s competencies and potential Credible

CR4 - Quality of listening Credible

CR5 - Mastery of assessment tests and tools Credible

CR6 - Understanding of the context for which I am assessed Credible

CR7 - Capacity to gain my confidence Credible

CR8 - Tact and Diplomacy Credible

CR9 - Ability to rapidly size people and their personality Credible

The assessor was outstanding in their:

CI1 - Ability to draw me out of my comfort zone *

CI2 - Ability to destabilize me in a positive manner Credible

CI3 - Capacity to confront my way of perceiving things Credible

CI4 - Capacity to question how I perceive myself *

AW1 I have a better idea of the type of work environment in which I perform well Awareness

AW2 I understand better why some things or people make me react Awareness

AW3 I know myself better Awareness

AW4 I am more aware of the strengths that I can draw on from my studies Awareness

MI1 I am motivated to engage in developmental activities in line with the feedback I received Motivational

MI2 I am determined to work on the development areas identified Motivational

MI3 I am motivated to develop myself in the direction of the feedback I received Motivational

Following feedback I:

(Continued)
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TABLE A1 | Continued

Item Item text New factor

BC1 Have changed my less-efficient behaviors described in the feedback I have received Motivational

BC2 Make more use of my strengths identified during the feedback session when I encounter a problem in my studies *

BC3 have sought more feedback from others to develop competencies discussed during the feedback BD Change

BC4 asked others for suggestions on how I could improve competencies described in the feedback BD Change

BC5 have changed my study behavior in a way consistent with the feedback I received *

DC1 have voluntarily participated in developmental activities in line with the feedback I received BD Change

DC2 have asked my tutor for a development plan in line with the feedback I received BD Change

DC3 have searched for developmental activities in line with competencies described during the feedback BD Change

◦Discarded prior to analyses.

*Discarded during exploratory analyses.

All retained items scored on a [1] Strongly Disagree to [6] Strongly Agree.
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